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Abstract

Human herpes simplex virus (HSV) infection in neonates can result in devastating outcomes, including mortality and significant morbidity. All infants are potentially at risk for neonatal HSV infection. This position statement reviews epidemiology, transmission and risk factors, with a focus on intrapartum infection. It considers diagnosis and prognosis according to infection category, along with testing modalities and limitations. Recommendations for managing newborns known to have been exposed intrapartum to HSV are based on expert opinion because a randomized trial to compare management options is not feasible. Guidance is provided for the empirical management of infants with suspected clinical sepsis, including those who do not respond to antibacterial therapy. The present statement replaces a 2006 position statement by the Canadian Paediatric Society.
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Epidemiology

Estimated rates of neonatal human herpes simplex virus (NHSV) infection vary across different regions of the world.\[1\]\[2\] In Canada, the infection occurs in approximately one per 16,500 newborns, which corresponds to approximately six per 100,000 live births.\[1\] Transmission to newborns can occur with either genital herpes simplex virus (HSV) type 1 (HSV-1) or HSV type 2 (HSV-2). Worldwide, an estimated 75% of NHSV cases are caused by HSV-2 and 25% by HSV-1.\[3\] One Canadian prospective study analyzing reports in the period between 2000 and 2003 found that 63% of cases were due to HSV-1.\[4\] Studies from Ontario (conducted in 2000 to 2001)\[5\] and British Columbia (in 1999)\[6\] investigating infants potentially at risk for HSV-2 detected HSV-2 antibodies in 10% and 17% of pregnant women, respectively.

Many factors influence the transmission of HSV infection to newborns, including the nature of maternal infection, the mode of delivery, the duration of rupture of membranes and the use of intrapartum instrumentation.

Maternal genital HSV cases may be classified as follows:\[7\]

- Newly acquired
  - First-episode primary infection (mother has no serum antibodies to HSV-1 or -2 at onset);
  - First-episode nonprimary infection (mother has a new infection with one HSV type in the presence of antibodies to the other type); or
- Recurrent (mother has pre-existing antibodies to the HSV type that is isolated from the genital tract).

The most common and important category of NHSV acquisition is intrapartum. Even for HSV-1, >75% of cases of NHSV are acquired during delivery from genital disease that is often newly acquired and asymptomatic.\[8\] Newborns may also acquire HSV infection through in utero or postnatal transmission. Although rare, in utero HSV infection can have teratogenic effects such as skin lesions or scars, central nervous system (CNS) disorders and chorioretinitis.\[9\] Postnatal infection can be acquired from the infant's mother or from nonmaternal sources (eg, relatives or hospital personnel with orolabial herpes or asymptomatic shedding of HSV-1).\[10\]

In most cases of NHSV infection, there is no known history of maternal genital HSV because mothers have never had or have never noticed external genital lesions. Studies show that 75% to 90% of individuals who
are seropositive for HSV-2 were unaware of their infection.\[14\] All infants, therefore, must be considered to be potentially at risk for NHSV infection. Seropositive women intermittently shed HSV in their genital tracts, with 10% to 20% of individuals with HSV-2 shedding on any given day, as detected by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) testing.\[11\]

The category of maternal infection at time of delivery influences the likelihood of NHSV acquisition, presumably because mothers who have had an HSV infection transmit HSV-neutralizing antibodies to their infant across the placenta, provided that their infant is not born before 32 weeks’ gestation.\[7\][12][14] Thus, infants born to mothers who have a first-episode primary infection at time of delivery are at the highest risk for acquiring HSV, with transmission rates of up to 60%, because their mother had no pre-existing neutralizing antibodies to transmit.\[12\] For infants born to mothers who have first-episode nonprimary infections, the transmission rates are in the order of ≤30% because crossreactive antibodies are present. The lowest risk of neonatal transmission occurs with maternal recurrent infection (at <2%) because type-specific antibodies are present.\[4\]

Delivery by elective Cesarean section markedly reduces but does not eliminate the risk for newborn infection.\[15][16\] Women with recurrent genital HSV are commonly prophylaxed with acyclovir (ACV) or valacyclovir from 36 weeks’ gestation until delivery. In this context, antiviral therapy near the end of pregnancy can lower recurrence of genital HSV and shedding at delivery;\[17\] however, it is not clear whether this prophylaxis translates to a reduced risk for NHSV infection. Guidelines regarding the role of Cesarean delivery and the indications for acyclovir are published\[16][18][19\] but are not specifically addressed in the present statement.

Obstetrical procedures that can cause scalp abrasions or a break in the infant’s skin during labour and delivery may increase risk of NHSV transmission to a newborn infant. Fetal scalp sampling and monitoring, use of forceps and vacuum-assisted deliveries\[16][19][23\] should be avoided if possible when maternal genital lesions are present.\[16\] Early or prolonged rupture of membranes may also increase risk.

**Categories and outcomes of NHSV infection**

Classifying NHSV infections can help to guide diagnosis and management, and is important for assigning prognosis.\[24\] Intrauterine NHSV infections are rare, accounting for <5% of cases. The classification of infection acquired in the perinatal, natal and postnatal periods is as follows:

- Disseminated HSV;
- Localized CNS HSV;
- Skin, eye and mucous membrane (SEM) infection.

There may be overlap among the different syndromes. Disseminated disease involves multiple organs, notably the liver and lungs.

In most cases, the initial symptoms of NHSV infection present within the first four weeks of life. Occasionally, disease presents for the first time between four and six weeks after birth;\[4\] therefore, infants up to 42 days of age should be fully evaluated for NHSV when clinical features are consistent with NHSV. Newborns with intrauterine infection present at birth or shortly thereafter.

The absence of skin lesions does not negate the possibility of an NHSV diagnosis. One study showed that 39% of infants with disseminated disease did not have skin lesions at any time during their illness, while 32% with CNS disease and 17% with SEM disease did not develop skin lesions.\[25\] NHSV infection should be considered in neonates with sepsis syndrome, particularly when this condition is accompanied by liver dysfunction and even when there is no known history of maternal HSV and the infant has no skin vesicles. One study reviewed 32 infants with perinatal HSV, noting that 50% of cases came to medical attention with nonspecific complaints and 75% of these had fever alone. Nonspecific presentation occurred primarily in infants whose symptoms started at <21 days of age.\[26\] Also, HSV should be considered in neonates with fever, irritability and abnormal cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) findings, particularly when accompanied by seizures. However, a normal initial CSF examination does not necessarily exclude the diagnosis of an NHSV CNS infection.\[26\]

Infants who present with disseminated disease are less likely to survive than infants with SEM or CNS disease. Data suggest that dissemination is more common with newly acquired maternal HSV, presumably because there has not been sufficient time to transfer neutralizing antibodies in utero.\[27][28\] Before antivirals, an estimated 85% of infants with disseminated HSV disease and 50% with CNS disease died.\[28\] Treatment with ACV (60 mg/kg/day) has resulted in one-year mortality rates from disseminated and CNS disease of 29% and
Among survivors enrolled in two studies of parenteral ACV for which follow-up data were available at 12 months of age, 25% of patients with disseminated disease exhibited neurological complications, compared with 70% with CNS infection alone.\cite{30} Among neonates with SEM disease (without apparent CNS disease), long-term neurological sequelae have also been documented.\cite{30,31} However, more recent studies demonstrate no sequelae; therefore, it appears likely that those infants with sequelae had unrecognized CNS infection.\cite{32}

**Laboratory diagnosis**

It is important for the clinician to speak with a laboratory specialist or infectious disease consultant when NHSV is suspected, particularly in settings where testing for NHSV is performed less frequently. Expert consultation is important because the utility of testing modalities varies according to sample type, and the laboratory must provide general as well as centre-specific advice on the types of specimens to send for testing. Each specific laboratory test for HSV has important limitations. Therefore, test results should be interpreted with careful consideration of the clinical context and results from nonspecific investigations including an electroencephalogram, computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging, liver transaminase levels and platelet count.

HSV may be detected using the following tests:

- Viral cultures from the oropharynx, nasopharynx, skin lesions, mucous membrane (eye and mouth) swabs, rectal swabs, blood buffy coat and CSF;
- PCR testing of CSF, skin lesions, mucous membranes and blood;
- Direct immunofluorescent antibody staining of skin lesions;
- Enzyme immunoassays for HSV antigens in skin lesions.

When skin lesions are present, rapid diagnostic techniques, such as direct immunofluorescence of virus-infected cells for the presence of HSV antigens, are of value. Direct immunofluorescence staining is not reliable unless the sample was obtained from a skin lesion (as opposed to a mucous membrane or oropharyngeal swab).\cite{34}

The isolation of HSV by culture is still regarded as the definitive diagnostic method for establishing HSV disease outside of the CNS.\cite{33} Some centres now only offer PCR because it is believed to be more sensitive. The detection of the virus in superficial cultures may, however, represent skin contamination by intrapartum exposure if samples are obtained within the first 24 h after birth.\cite{4} When samples obtained >24 h after birth are positive, they are more likely to represent active viral replication than contamination. Prospective studies regarding the utility of periodic surveillance cultures in the early diagnosis of NHSV infection are lacking for infants exposed to active genital lesions.

For patients with CNS HSV, PCR is a critically important diagnostic test because it is more sensitive than culture.\cite{4} As with any PCR test, false positive and false negative test results can occur. Caution should be exercised when using a negative CSF HSV PCR to rule out CNS HSV, particularly when the sample is obtained in the early stages of illness (the first 24 h to 48 h). Because CNS disease can be very subtle, any patient with suspected NHSV infection should have a lumbar puncture performed for CSF DNA PCR testing as soon as it is clinically feasible to do so, unless there is a contraindication to performing a lumbar puncture. CNS NHSV infection may occur despite ‘normal’ CSF cell counts and biochemical features, particularly in the early stages of infection. Therefore, the CSF DNA PCR test should be performed even when these parameters are normal.

The evaluation of HSV viremia using DNA PCR is less well established than CSF DNA PCR testing.\cite{33,34} One study that evaluated HSV viral load in serum and CSF using a real-time PCR assay found that patients with disseminated disease had higher viral loads in their sera, while patients with CNS infection had higher viral loads in their CSF.\cite{35} Viral loads were also higher in patients who succumbed to HSV disease, suggesting that this measure may be useful for assessing prognosis in NHSV cases. A poorer prognosis has also been associated with persistence of HSV DNA in the CSF of patients on acyclovir.\cite{33}

Infant serology is not useful for diagnosing NHSV for three main reasons. First, transplacental immunoglobulin (Ig) G antibodies cannot be differentiated from IgG produced by the infant. Second, the ability of some severely affected infants to make antibodies is impaired.
Managing NHSV infections

Intravenous acyclovir is the treatment of choice for treating NHSV. The dose is 60 mg/kg/day in three divided doses administered every 8 h, assuming that renal function is normal. The duration of therapy is dictated by the category of disease. For SEM disease, the duration of therapy is 14 days, while for disseminated or CNS disease, the minimum duration of treatment is 21 days. Oral ACV has limited bioavailability, resulting in inadequate drug levels for treatment; consequently, parenteral therapy is required. The use of higher doses of ACV is associated with neutropenia and adequate hydration is necessary to reduce the risk of nephrotoxicity. A topical agent (eg, 1% trifluridine) is recommended for use with parenteral ACV in neonates with ocular disease.

Given the potential for significant neurological sequelae in survivors of NHSV infection, affected infants should have a structured follow-up program that allows for neurodevelopmental, ophthalmological and hearing assessments.

There has been research into the role of suppressive antiviral therapy in infants with NHSV infections. A recent randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled trial evaluated infants with CNS HSV or disseminated HSV with CNS involvement, while a second, parallel trial evaluated infants with SEM HSV disease. The study demonstrated improved developmental outcome in infants with CNS involvement who were randomly assigned to receive six months of treatment with oral ACV versus placebo. For infants with SEM disease, the only benefit was a decreased incidence of skin recurrences.

Recommendations

Laboratory diagnostics for NHSV infections

- Whenever a diagnosis of NHSV is being considered, it is essential to order laboratory testing for HSV in addition to performing skin and mucous membrane examinations:
  - The standard tests for HSV include CSF PCR and swabs of vesicular lesions and mucous membranes (tested by the method recommended by the local laboratory). Also, blood for HSV PCR may be tested, if available.
  
  - Serum hepatic transaminase levels should be measured to provide supporting evidence for disseminated HSV infection.
  - When evaluating NHSV infection in exposed asymptomatic infants, mucous membrane swabs should be obtained from the mouth, nasopharynx and conjunctivae at least 24 h after delivery. Additional swabs may be obtained (eg, from sites of scalp electrodes, if present).
  - PCR testing for CSF HSV DNA is the diagnostic method of choice for CNS HSV.
  - For all the above tests, clinicians and laboratory staff should work together to minimize the turn-around time for test results.

Managing asymptomatic term infants whose mothers have active lesions at delivery (Figure 1 and Figure 2)

Antibodies to HSV-1 or HSV-2 (type-specific HSV antibodies) take approximately three weeks to develop following infection. Their identification is useful in managing NHSV and testing should be performed if available. When a mother has active lesions at time of delivery but does not have type-specific antibodies, clinicians should presume it is a newly acquired first-episode primary infection. When she only has antibodies to the HSV type other than the type she is shedding, assume it is a first-episode nonprimary disease. When she has antibodies to both HSV-1 and HSV-2, this is likely to be a case of recurrent disease.

Evaluation and treatment at birth is indicated for exposed newborns with symptoms of NHSV.

- Presumed first-episode primary or first-episode nonprimary infection, when an infant is delivered by Cesarean section before rupture of membranes

The risk for NHSV is very low. Assuming that the infant is well, mother and child can be discharged pending results of the mucous membrane and nasopharyngeal swabs taken at 24 h of life. Reliable caregivers should be made aware of the signs of NHSV infection. Some experts also recommend testing blood with PCR, if the test is available. If HSV is detected on a swab or in blood PCR, the infant should be managed as a case of NHSV.
Note: Some experts recommend performing CSF cell count, chemistries and PCR when mucous membrane swabs are taken (ie, a complete work-up).

- Presumed first-episode primary or first-episode nonprimary infection, when an infant is delivered vaginally or by Cesarean section after rupture of membranes

Where available, approved type-specific HSV antibody testing can be used to confirm whether the mother has primary, nonprimary or recurrent HSV. Many women who are believed to be presenting with primary disease at delivery actually have recurrent disease.

An infant’s mucous membrane swabs should be obtained and ACV started. It remains controversial whether this testing should be performed at birth (with the risk being detection of surface contamination) or at 24 h of life. Some experts also recommend testing blood with PCR, if the test is available. If the infant’s swabs or blood PCR are positive, CSF PCR must be obtained to determine the duration of ACV therapy. If the infant’s swabs are negative, ACV can be stopped if type-specific serology testing shows that the mother has recurrent HSV. If type-specific serology testing is not available or shows the mother has first-episode HSV, the infant should receive ACV for 10 days despite negative swabs.

Note: Some experts recommend performing CSF cell count, chemistries and PCR when mucous membrane swabs are taken (ie, a complete work-up).

- Recurrent HSV at delivery–Infant delivered by Cesarean section

Use the same approach as for first-episode infections before membrane rupture.

- Recurrent HSV at delivery–Infant delivered vaginally

Obtain mucous membrane swabs at 24 h and the infant may be discharged pending results. Some experts also recommend testing blood for PCR, if the test is available. ACV therapy would only be indicated when the swabs or blood PCR are positive or when the infant develops signs and symptoms of NHSV infection.

Note: Some experts recommend performing CSF cell count, chemistries and PCR when mucous membrane swabs are taken (ie, a complete work-up).

Management of asymptomatic term infants potentially exposed to HSV – Mother with suspected first-episode genital HSV at delivery

- Presumed first-episode primary or first-episode nonprimary infection, when an infant is delivered vaginally or by Cesarean section after rupture of membranes

Where available, approved type-specific HSV antibody testing can be used to confirm whether the mother has primary, nonprimary or recurrent HSV. Many women who are believed to be presenting with primary disease at delivery actually have recurrent disease.

An infant’s mucous membrane swabs should be obtained and ACV started. It remains controversial whether this testing should be performed at birth (with the risk being detection of surface contamination) or at 24 h of life. Some experts also recommend testing blood with PCR, if the test is available. If the infant’s swabs or blood PCR are positive, CSF PCR must be obtained to determine the duration of ACV therapy. If the infant’s swabs are negative, ACV can be stopped if type-specific serology testing shows that the mother has recurrent HSV. If type-specific serology testing is not available or shows the mother has first-episode HSV, the infant should receive ACV for 10 days despite negative swabs.

Figure 1) †If type-specific serology is available and shows that the mother has recurrent herpes simplex virus (HSV) and all swabs obtained from the infant are negative, acyclovir (ACV) can be stopped and the infant discharged for close observation at home; ‡The term ‘mucous membrane swabs’ denotes swabs taken from conjunctivae, mouth and nasopharynx; additional swabs may be obtained (eg, from sites of scalp electrodes, if present). In addition to mucous membrane swabs, some experts recommend blood for polymerase chain reaction (PCR), if this test is available. Clinicians should speak with a laboratory specialist or infectious diseases consultant when neonatal HSV (NHSV) is suspected and laboratory tests are being requested. §Also note that some experts recommend obtaining cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) cell count, chemistries and PCR when mucous membrane swabs are taken (ie, a complete work-up). IV Intravenous
Managing asymptomatic term infants whose mothers have no active lesions at delivery (including women on ACV prophylaxis)

An infant whose mother has a history of HSV but no active lesions at delivery should be observed for signs of NHSV but does not require ACV therapy. Mucous membrane swabs are not routinely recommended for this infant. In scenarios in which the first clinical evidence of HSV was documented during the third trimester or near delivery, clinicians may consider mucous membrane swabs. Parents and caregivers should be educated about the signs and symptoms of NHSV.

Managing the neonate with symptoms compatible with NHSV

Disseminated HSV can mimic bacterial sepsis, and clinicians need to consider possible NHSV infection in unwell infants <6 weeks of age. Pending laboratory confirmation, consider investigations and treatment of NHSV for the following at-risk patients:

- Infants started on IV antibiotics for suspected sepsis (especially infants presenting with seizure or yielding abnormal CSF) who do not improve rapidly and have negative bacterial cultures at 24 h incubation.
- Infants admitted with pneumonia of uncertain etiology who do not improve after 24 h on antibiotics, especially if the radiographic picture is consistent with viral pneumonia.
- Infants with unexplained bleeding from venipuncture sites or an unexplained, documented coagulopathy.
- Infants started on IV antibiotics for suspected sepsis who are found to have unexplained hepatitis.

Treatment and follow-up of infants with NHSV infections

- Early therapy with intravenous (IV) ACV improves the prognosis for all three presentations of NHSV. Therefore, infants should be started on IV ACV before laboratory confirmation of NHSV, as soon as the infection is suspected clinically.
- The dose is 60 mg/kg/day in three divided doses administered every 8 h, assuming that renal function is normal. Treatment duration should be 14 days if the disease is limited to the skin, eyes or mouth, and a minimum of 21 days if the infection involves the CNS or is disseminated.
- For infants with CNS disease, CSF should be sampled near the end of a 21-day course of therapy. If the PCR remains positive, treatment should be extended with weekly CSF sampling and ACV stopped when a negative result is obtained.
- In combination with parenteral ACV, neonates with ocular involvement should receive a topical oph-
Neonates with HSV infection and exposed neonates

- Neonates with HSV infection should be managed using contact precautions when mucocutaneous lesions are present and until lesions have crusted.

• Asymptomatic neonates whose mothers have active HSV lesions should be managed using contact precautions until the end of the incubation period (day 14) or until samples from the infant taken after the first 24 h of life are negative. Some experts do not recommend contact precautions if an infected infant is born by Cesarean section and membranes are ruptured <4 h to 6 h.

Mothers with active HSV

- Mothers who are in hospital should be on contact precautions until their lesions have crusted.

- Mothers with herpes labialis should wear a disposable mask when caring for their infant <6 weeks of age, until lesions are crusted. Advise these mothers not to kiss their infant. There is no contraindication to breastfeeding unless there are herpetic lesions on the breast.

- Mothers with skin lesions should keep them covered whenever their newborn is present.

Staff with orofacial or skin lesions

- Staff with skin lesions due to HSV must practice meticulous hand hygiene. Individuals who have contact with infants should keep their lesions covered. If this is not possible, direct care of neonates should be avoided.

- Some experts recommend wearing a surgical mask to cover orolabial lesions because these cannot be covered by dressings.

- Staff with active herpetic whitlow should avoid contact with neonates.
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